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SEQUENTIAL ENVELOPE AND SUBSPACES 
OF THE CECH-STONE COMPACTIFICAHON 
R. FRlC 
Praha 
A convergence £ for a non-empty set L is a set of pairs ({x„}, x) where {xn} 
is a sequence of points of L and x e L, satisfying the axioms of Fr6chet: 
(Se0) If ({xj, x) e £ and ({x„}, y) e A, then x = y. 
(jSf j) If xn = x for each positive integer n, then ({x„}, x) e fl. 
(<3?2) If ({x„}, x) e £ and {xB|} is a subsequence of {x„}, then {{x^}, x) e fl. 
A convergence fl can be enlarged to a convergence fl* for L satisfying the axiom 
of Urysohn: 
(«S?3) If each subsequence {xn.} of a sequence {x„} contains a subsequence 
{x„h} such that ({x„ J , x) e fi, then ({x„},x)efi. 
For each A c L denote 
^ = {x:({x„},x)efl, \J(xn)czA}. 
Then (L, fl, X) or briefly (L, X) is a closure space and it is called a convergence space. 
Notice that £ and £* induce the same convergence closure A; operator X°l defined 
inductively for £ ^ co1 by A*_4 = (J A(A*.4), A c L, is a topology for L and JPM 
is the smallest sequentially closed set in L containing A. If Â M = L, then we say 
that A is sequentially dense in L. 
If <(La, fla, Aa), a e J> is a non-empty family of convergence spaces, then (L, fl, X), 
where L = [ ] L«> ({<*(°0> a e *>•}» <*(<*)> a e / » e £ whenever ({x„(a)}, x(a)) e fl*, 
ae/ 
a e / (coordinatewise star convergence), and A is the induced convergence closure 
for L, is a convergence space (cf. [5]). We shall call it a star convergence Cartesian 
product space. 
In what follows the set of all continuous functions on (L, X) is denoted by 
# = #(L), the subset of all bounded continuous functions by #*, and a subset of <6 
by« 0 . 
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Definition. We say that a convergence space (L, X) has the property p with 
respect to # 0 if 
(p) For each two sequences {xn}> {yn} of points of L such that 
(AUW)п(AUЫ)-0 
there is a function/є <íř0 such that 
lim/(xл) = ìim f(yn) 
does not hold. 
Note 1. If in (p) we have yn = y9 n = 1, 2 , . . . , then we speak about the # 0 
sequential regularity (Cf. [6]). 
Note 2. The property p is topological. 
Theoгem 1. The properties p with respect to 41 and Яl* are equivalent.1) 
Theorem 2. The property p is star convergence Cartesian productive and 
hereditary with respect to sequentially closed subspaces. 
Theorem 3. A convergence space associated2) with a normal or a realcompact 
topological space has the property p. 
Theorem 4, A convergence space has the property p if and only if it is homeo-
morphic to a sequentiaîly closed subspace of a star convergence Cartesian product 
of the real lines. 
Theoгem 5. A tø0 sequentially regular convergence space (L, X) has the property 
p with respect to <в0 if and only if it cannot be tø0 embedded
3) as a sequentially 
dense proper subspace in any sequentially regular convergence şpace. 
It is well known that the Čech-Stone compactification (Hewitt realcompactific-
ation) of a completely regular topological space is the maximal completely regular 
space in which the original one is <ë* embedded ( # embedded) dense subspace. The 
sequential envelope of a sequentially regular convergence space introduced by 
J. Novák ([4]) is the maximal sequentially regular convergence space in which the 
original space is <Ž?* embedded sequentially dense subspace. More generàlly, fol-
lowing [6]: 
*) We speak simply of the property p in this case. 
2) A sequence converges to a point whenever it is eventually in each topological neigh-
borhood of the point. 
3) A subspace (L, X) of a convergence space (L\ A') is #0(L) embedded in (L\ A') if each 
fe # 0 has a continuous extension onto the whole space. 
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A convergence space (S, a) is called a cđ0 sequential envelope of a ^ 0 se-
quentially regular convergence space (L, X) if 
1° (L, X) is a sequentially dense subspace of (S, a). 
2° (L, X) is ^ 0 embedded in (S, a) and (S, a) is Ў0(S) sequentially regular, where 
¥0(S) = { f : f є ^ ( S ) , f / L є ^ 0 } . 
3° There is no convergence space (S', ď) containing (S, a) as a proper subspace 
and fulfilling 1° and 2° with regard to (L, X) and (S\ ď). 
Theorem 6. A convergence space (S, a) is a c£0 sequential envelope of a ^0 
sequentially regular convergence space (L, X) if and only if 
(i) (L, X) is a sequentiaìly dense c40 embedded subspace of (S, a). 
(ii) (S, a) has the property p with respect to ^0(S). 
The Čech-Stone compactification and the Hewitt realcompactification can 
substantially difíer, e.g, ßN Ф IV = vN. In comparison with this fact Theorem 1 
yields the following 
Theorem 7. ^ * sequential and ^ß sequential envelopes ofa sequentially regular 
convergence space are homeomorphic and the homeomorphism leaves the original 
space pointwise fixed. 
In the sequel let (L, X) be a sequentially regular convergence space, X the com-
pletely regular modification4) of Å, and (P, u) the Čech-Stone compactification of 
(L, 1), where P is regarded as the set of all z-ultrafilters on (L, X). For every infinite 
cardinal Ka let P K a c P = P K o be the set of all z-ultrafilters having the Ka-inter-
section property (i.e. the intersections of less than Kя members of the z-ultrafilter 
are non-empty). For example ( P K l 5 и/Л<,) i
s t l i e Hewitt realcompactification of 
(L, X) (cf. [2]). Observe that if (P, ҡ) is the convergence space associated with 
(P, u), then (Q, nJQ) is associated with (Q, uJQ) for each non-empty subset Q of P. 
V. Koutník pointed out ([3]) that the c€* sequential and hence, by Theorem 5, 
the Яlì sequential envelope of (L, X) is the smallest sequentially closed subset in the 
Čech-Stone compactification of (L, Д) which contains L endowed with the associated 
convergence and convergence closure, 
Theorem 8. Denote S = n^L. Then PHo =э P K i з S and (S, it\S) is a sequential 
envelope of (L, X). 
There are examples such that P K l Ф S and S — PHl Ф 0. Consequently, 
Theorem 8 is in this direction the best possible result. On the other hand, it is easy 
) X is the finest of all completely regular topologies for L coarser than X (cf. [3]). 
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to verify that if 2 c a r d L = Ka then P X w + 1 = L. Hence the following problems might 
be of interest. 
Problem 1. Find the least cardinal Xв depending on card L such that S :э PN в. 
Problem 2. Is there the least cardinal Ka such that S з P X в whenever (L, Я) 
is a sequentiaîly regular convergence space? 
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